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FOREWORD
The Systems Technology Laboratory (STL) is a computational re-
search facility located at the Goddard Space Flight Center of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA/GSFC). The
STL was established in 1978 to conduct research in the area of
flight dynamics systems development. The laboratory consists of a
VAX-11,780 and a PDP-11,'70 computer system, along with an image-
processing device and some microprocessors. The operation of the
Laboratory is managed by NASA/GSFC (Systems Development and Anal-
ysis Branch) and is supported by SYSTEX, Inc., Computer Sciences
Corporation, and General Software Corporation.
The main goal of the STL is to investigate all aspects of systems
development of flight dynamics systems (software, firmware, and
hardware), with the intent of achieving system reliability while
reducing total system costs. The flight dynamics systems include
the following: (1) attitude determination and control;, (2) orbit
determination and control, (3) mission analysis, (9) software en-
gineering, and (5) systems engineering. The activities, findings,
and recommendations of the STL are recorded in the Systems Tech-
nology Laboratory Series, a continuing series of reports that in-
cludes this document. A version of this document was also issued
as Computer Sciences Corporation document CSC/TM-81/6:,41.
The primary contributors to this document include
William J. Decker
Elizabeth J. Smith
Wayne A. Taylor
Pokillip D. Merwarth
Michael E. Stark
Other contributors include
Rosemarna S. Pajerski
Frank E. McGarry
Arthur L. Green
(Computer Sciences Corporation)
(Computer Sciences Corporation)
(Computer Sciences Corporation)
(Goddard Space Flight Center)
(Goddard Space Flight Center)
(Goddard Space Flight Center)
(Goddard Space Flight Center)
(Computer Sciences Corporation)
Single copies of this document can be obtained by writing to
Keiji Tasaki
Code 582.1
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
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ABSTRACT
This document presents a brief description of each utility
contributed by users of the Systems Technology Laboratory
(STL) of the Goddard Space Plight Center (GSrC) Mission
Support Computing and Analysis Division (Code 580). These
brief descriptions allow the reader to quickly judge the
suitability of a particular utility for a particular appli-
cation within the STL.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
This compendium provides a brief synopsis of the utilities
available to users of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
Mission Support Computing and Analysis Division (Code 580)
Systems Technology Laboratory (STL).
	 The software described
is a group of programs, routines, and operating system com-
mand sequences which are general in nature and can thus be
used in many applications.
1.1	 DEFINITION OF AN STL UTILITY
Within the STL, a utility is considered to be either a piece
of software :hat can be included in a final product or soft-
ware whose normal use in the applications environment is to
assist in the operation of the final product.
	 Thus, subrou-
tines which perform common functions, such as data conversion
or character string comparison, are considered to be utilities,
since they can be included in many different types of systems.
Other examples of i;)(,I.uded software are the various STL
libraries of subroutines, such as graphics packages, which
provide a range of functions.
	 Utilities which assist in the
operation of appl 4.cations programs include programs such as
those which move, convert, or reformat data files or those
which simplify the user's interaction with the operating sys-
tem.
Operationally, an STL utility is considered to be an exten-
sion or part of the operating system; that is, the user ap-
plies the utility in the same way as other support services
supplied by the operating system.
	 Users are encouraged to
use the utilities because they are field-proven software
which can be used at little cost and low risk.
In contrast to utilities, one other type of nonapplications
software is recognized in the STL, the software tools
	 (see
Reference 1 for a list and descriptions of the software tools
available in the STL).
	 A software tool is considered to be
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a piece of software used in the development and mains
process to contribute quality to or reduce the cost o
software product. Rather than becoming part of the f
product, a software tool is designed to act as a supp.,^„
service in developing the product.
Much of the software supplied by the computer manufacturer
satisfies the definition of a utility given above. however,
vendor-supplied utilities are not included in this compendium.
Descriptions and explanations of the use of these utilities
can be found in the appropriate system documentation.
She above definitions of utilities and tools are not standard
and may not apply in other environments. In the STL, these
definitions are used to separate the nonapplications software
into manageable groups for development, maintenance, and re-
search.
1.2 ACCESS TO STL UTILITIES
Each utility available to STL users is described in Section 2
{	 of this document; the description for each follows the format
explained at the beginning of Section 2. The presentation is
intentionally brief to allow the reader to make a quick judg-
ment as to the suitability of a particular utility to specific
needs. A reader interested in a particular software utility
can then find more detailed information in the documentation,
source code, or sample of use cited for that entry. Users
of the GSFC Code 580 STL may use or obtain the utilities from
the locations cited. In almost all cases, the locations in-
dicate files controlled by another STL user.
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SECTION 2 - UTILITY DESCRIPTIONS
This section includes the individual STL utility descriptions.
general discussion of the utilities and a suggested^
	g
	
method
of using this document is given first, followed by an explan-
ation of the formats used to present the utilities.
2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF THE STL UTILITIES
Two classification schemes for STL utilites are immediately
apparent and are used in this document. First, the utilities
can be classed by hos+: computer. Currently, the STL is sup-
ported by the following two computers: (1) a Digital Equip-
ment Corporpation (DEC) PDP-11/70 computer, operating under
the RSX-11M Version 3.2 operating system and (2) a DEC VAX-
11/780 computer, operating under the VMS Version 2.2 operat-
ing system. Each utility description indicates which computer
supports the utility. Many of the utilities are available on
both computers, and some of those utilities that are not on
both computers could be moved to the other system with a min-
imum of effort.
A second natural classification is the form of the utility:
subroutine (or fun.-.tion) , library of Multiple routines,
executable program, or command procedure. The form of the
utility determines the presentation format of the utility
description given in this document (see Section 2.2).
A third type of classification system was developed to assist
users in selecting the appropriate utilities. This scheme
partitions the STL utilities into functional or applications
groups. The four general categories are the following: data
handling, algorithmic, graphics, and system support. These
categories are described as follows:
• Data Handling--Data handling utilities are those which
move data from one device to another, rearrange data
from one format to another, or convert data from one
r
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representation to another. Subroutanes or libraries
which provided specialized input/output (I/0) capa-
bilities to user programs are also included in this	 ,A
category.
• Algorithmic--Algorithmic utilities are those which per-
form a standard transformation upon a set of arguments.
These utilities i,zclude mathematical functions, time
and data conversion routines, and functions that man-
ipulate and compare character strings.
• Graphics,--Graphics utilities provide the user with the
interfaces to various display devices. The STL graph-
ics utilities interface with a drum plotter, electro-
static printer, line printer, DEC VT100 display device,
or International Imaging Systems (1 2S) Model 70CS dis-
play device.
	 •
• Systems Support--System support utilities cover a wide
range of functions. Included in this category are
basic debugging aids, enhancements of existing oper-
ating system utilities, utilities that provide assur-
ance of computer-to-computer compatibility, interfaces
from a program to the operating system or to the user,
and other system-related functions. This category
contains utilities which assist in the specific im-
plementation of a user program.
The reader should start the search for an appropriate utility
by using Tables 2-1 and 2-2; in these tables, the utilities
are presented by category and subcategory for the PDP-11/70
and VAX-11/780 computers, respectively. To obtain more de-
tailed information, the reader can then consult Table 2-3,
which gives the utilities in alphabetical. order by name. Once
1 .
	
	
the reader has determined the utility of interest, the des-
cription of that utility can be consulted directly. These are
listed alphabetically following Section 2.3.
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Table 2-1. Ut,ilitiam by Category o i the PDP-11/70
1 i
ALGORITHMIC GRAPHICS
Mathematical Drum Platter
ANDREE
URAND
Time/Date Conversion I2S Display Device
;i.
	HMS GRAFIN
NDAYS GRAPH
YMD IISPLI`
YMDHMS PIE
YRSEC
Printer Plotter
Strip Manipulationlat UTGRAPH
MATCHS
STRING VT100 Display Device--p	 ^'
UTCHAREQ VT100
DATA HANDLING SYSTEM SUPPORT
Input/Output Pack ul.-,s Debu,D Aids
RLB11M INDEX
Data Conversion Computer Comlaatibility
File/Data Copy Command Language Addition
LST
TAP
SI.PPRINT
TPU SRD
TRN
Execution Control
File/Data Reformat GETFLD
CONVRT MENU
EDIT
MENUC
INCLUD PARA
IOLIST iARAM
PAGER RQST
REFORM
REMTAB
System Interface
RJESOURCE RJE
RNO STUFF
SQUEEZ
TEC
XEROX
2,3
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Table 2-2.	 Utilities
I
by Category on the VAX-11/780
{
ALGORITHMIC GRAPHICS
i
Mathemati ,41 Drum Plotter
GCFIT CALCOMP
Time/Date Conversion I2S Display Device
ATIME
HMS
v'	 NDAYS Printer Plotter
YMD PRPLOT
String Manipulation VT100 Display Device
SEARCH MOO
?i
DATA HANDLING SYSTEM SUPPORT
Input/Output Packages Debug Aids
FTIO BINARY
XREF
Data Conversion
ASCEBC Computer Compatibility
CONVERT GETADR
DOUBLE WAIT
IODAT
SINGLE Command Language Addition
VAXEPH
CSD
File/Data Copy DSD
KILL
BACKUP LIBR
BLUE SUBMIT
TAP
TAPECOPY Execution Control
TRN
MENU
File Data Reformat PARA
CONVRT System Interface
INDEX
REFORM BATCH
REMTAB
TEC
TIDY
2-4
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Table 2-3. List of STL Utilities (1 of 4)
Utility
Name Com uters Cate or Subcate o rj Notes
ANDREE PDP Algorithmic Mathematical Matrix inversion
ASCEBC VAX Data handling Data conversion Character
translation
ATIME VAX Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
BACKUP VAX Data handling File/data copy
BATCH VAX System support System
interface
BINARY VAX System support Debug aid Displays integer
BLUE VAX Data handling file/data copy M&DO Xerox tapes
CALCOMP VAX Graphics Drum plotter
CONVERT VAX Data handling Data conversion IBM-to-VAX
translation
CONVRT PDP/VAX Data handling File/data Source module
reformat extraction
CSD VAX System support Command 1 an ,. Create directory
guage addition
DOUBLE VAX Data handling Data conversion IBM-to-VAX
translation
DSD VAX System support Command tan- Delete directory
guage addition
EDIT PDP Dcta handling File/data FORTRAN-callable
reformat editor
FTIO VAX Data handling Input/output
package
GCFIT VAX Algorithmic Mathematical Curve fitting
GETADR VAX System support Computer PUP-to-VAX
compatiblity compatibility
GETFLD PDP System support Execution
control
GRAFIN PDP Graphics I2S display
device
GRAPH PDP Graphics I2S display
device
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Table 2-3. Liss~ of STL Utilities (2 of 4)
Util ity
Name Computer(s)
.
__Category Subcategory__ Notes
HMS PDP/VAX Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
IISPLT PDP Graphics I2S display
device
INCLUD PDP Data handling File/data
reformat
INDEX PDP System support Debug aid Variable cross
reference
INDEX VAX Data handling File/data Compilation
reformat summary
IODAT VAX Data candling Data conversion IBM-to-VAX
translation
IOLIST PDP Data handling File/data
reformat
KILL VAX System support Command lan-
guage addition
LIBR VAX System support Command lan- Object library
guage addition creation
LST PDP Data handling File/data copy Terminal	 listing
MATCHS PDP Algorithmic String manipu- Character
lation comparison
MENU PDP/VAX System support Execution Choice selection
control
MENUC PDP System support Execution Choice selection
control
NDAYS PDP/VAX Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
PAGER PDP Data handling File/data Listing
reformat formatter
PARA PDP/VAX System support Execution Internal
	
data
control editor
PARAM PDP System support Execution Internal
	
data
control editor
PIE PDP Graphics I2S display Pie charts
device
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Tablo 2-3. List of STL Utilitios	 t3 of 4)
utility
PRPLOT VAX Graphics Printer plotter
REFORM PDP/VAX Data	 handling File/data Listing
reformat formatter
REMTAB POP/VAX Data handling File/data
reformat
RJE POP System support System PDP-11/70 to	 IBM
interface S/360-95 commu-
nication
RJESOURCE POP Data handling rile/data
RLB11M PDP Data handling Input/output
package
RNO PDP Data handling Data/file Text formatter
RqST PDP System support Execution
control
SEARCH VAX Algorithmic String
manipulation
SINGLE VAX Data handling Data conversion IBM-to-VAX
translation
SLPPRINT PDP System support Command lan-
guage addition
SQUEEZ PDP Data handling rile/data
reformat
SRO POP System support Command lan- Alphabetized
gunge addition directory lists
STRING PDP Algorithmic String
manipulation
STUFF pop System support System MCR commands
interface from FORTRAN
SUBMIT VAX System support Command lan-
guage addition
TAP PDP/VAX Daia handling file/data copy
TAPECOPY VAX Data handling rile/data copy
TEC, POP/VAX Data handling File/data Character
reformat editor
2-7
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Tables 2-3. List: of STL Utilities (4 of 4)
Utility
Name Com uter Us Category_	 , Subcategory Notes
TIDY VAX Data handling File/data FORTRAN source
reformat code formatter
TPU POP Data handling File/data copy
TRN PDP/VAX Data handling File/data copy
HAND POP Algorithmic Mathematical Random numbers
UTGHAREQ POP Algorithmic String
manipulation
UTGRAPH POP Graphics Printer plotter
VAXEPH VAX Data handling Data conversion
VT100 PDP/VAX Graphics VT100 display
device
WAIT VAX System support Computer PDP-to-VAX
compatibility compatibility
XEROX POP Data handling File/data
reformat
XREF VAX System support Debug aid FORTRAN cross
reference
YMD PDP/VAX Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
YMDHMS POP Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
YRSEC PDP Algorithmic Time/date
conversion
V
2.2 STL UTILITY DESCRIPTION FORMATS
The description 
of 
each STL utility given in this document
starts with a brief description of the function of the util-
ity, followed by its file locations, language, software type,
and list of available documentation.
As noted in Section 2.1, the utilities can be classified by
form or type (subroutine, library of multiple routines, exe-
cutable program, or command procedure). The appropriate
designation is given under TYPE in the description of each
utility. The type of utility determines whether certain
iteins, such as calling sequences or help files, appear in
the description.
The first part of each description is a page header indicat-
ing the utility name, host computer, and date at which the
information was collected. The DESCRIPTION of the utility
appears directly under the page header and is a brief state-
ment about the intended use of the utility. The description
of a library usually includes some mention of a representative
sample or range of the functions performed by the individual
modules within the library. The description of a subroutine
or function also includes the calling sequence and a descrip-
tion of the calling sequence arguments.
The files required to use and understand the utility are
listed under LOCATION. Each. file location is given in a fully
qualified format which includes the device name. For subrou-
tines, the location is given for the source code. Task- image
locations are indicated for programs, except for those pro-
grams which have been "installed" on either the PDP-11/70 or
the VAX-11/780. The location of the object library (OLB file)
is given for libraries. For command procedures, the COM or
CMD file locations are given.
V,
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For some utilities, a file showing the use of the utility in
i representative context is given under the LOCATION heading.
?or subroutines, this Sample of I l se might be a test program
which calls the subroutine. For programs, it might be a com-
mand procedure which indicates the proper setup before the
program is run. Similarly, an informational Help File may
be given for a program or command procedure utility, since
these are used interactively.
The LANGUAGE(S) in which the utility is written is given next,
to indicate to the reader the amount of effort which might be
required to move the utility to another STL computer.
Finally, the available DOCUMENTATION for each utility is
listed. The level of documentation is not uniform: some
utilities are well documented with user's guides and system
descriptions, others are documented in source code prologo,
and many are not documented outside of the description given
in this compendium.
2.3 STL UTILITY DESCRIPTIONS
The following pages in this section present the individual
STL utility descriptors. The utilities are given in alpha-
betical order by name. Utilities which are available on
both the PDP-11/70 and the VAX-11/780 are described sepor-
ately for each computer.
2
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DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
STL UTILITIES
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ANDREE/PDP
May 1:81
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): ANDREE (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
ANDREE computes the rank and pseudoinverse of a symmetric
matrix using a modified ANDREE algorithm.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL ANDREE(V,N,NR,EPS,t3,U,R,MM,TSV)
Dimen-
Parameter Type
	 sion	 I/O	 Description
V	 R*8	 MM	 I/O Matrix and its inverse
N	 I*2	 1	 I	 Number of rows (columns)
NR I*2 1	 0
EPS R*8 l	 I
}3 R*8 MM	 -
U R*8 MM,MM	 -
MM I*2 1	 I
ISV I*2 1	 I
in matrix V
Rank of matrix V
Number of accurate
digits
Local, storage array
Local storage array
Local storage  ar cry
Dimension for the B,
V, U, and R arrays
Logical unit number for
temporary storage area
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code.	 DBO:[21011]ANDREE.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE;	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
Least-Squares and Pseudoinversion, GSFC
Doc. No. X-551-69-73, E. Lefferts,
September 1, 1968
ANDREE (PDP) -1
1 .
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ASCEBC/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): ASCEBC (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
ASCEBC converts ASCII characters to EBCDIC.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL ASCEBC(STRINGIISTRING2fLEN)
Dimen-
Parameter Tyye	 sion L  /0	 Dcscr12tion—
STRING1	 B	 LEN
	 I	 ASCII character input
STRXNG2	 B	 LEN
	 0	 EBCDIC character output
LEN
	
1*4	 1	 1	 Length of input strings
in bytes
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.PDY03]ASCEBC.FOR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
ASCEBC (VAX) -1
ATIME/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): ATIME (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
ATIME converts numeric time in any units to the form
"DD HH:MM:SS:CC" (VAX time) .
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL ATIME(ITIME,ITYPE,CTIME,IRET)
Dimen--
Parameter Type-	sion	 I/O	 Description
ITIME	 1*4	 1	 1	 Input time
ITYPE	 I*4	 1	 1	 Units-of-time flag:
V
LOCATION:
Of system ticks
(nanoseconds)
= 1, milliseconds
2, seconds
= 3 1 minutes
4, hours
ASCII string contain-
ing time
Return code:
= 0, successful
1, input time greater
than 1000 days
CTIME
	
C*14	 1	 0
IRET
	
1*4	 1	 0
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.WAIT]ATIME.FOR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
AT IM:
BACKUP/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER);
	 BACKUP (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
BACKUP backs up all files (including main directories
and subdirectories)
	 for any VAX user.
LOCATION:
Disk: [Directory]Name
COM File:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05JBACKUP.COM
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:
	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Digital Command Language (DCL)
TYPE:	 Command procedure
DOCUMENTATION:
	
DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05]BACKUP.COM
J
tJ
Ij
li
BACKUP (VAX) -1
FBATCH (VAX) -1
BATCH/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): BATCH (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
BATCH determines whether the process being executed is
interactive or batch.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL BATCH(LFLAG)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 sion	 I/O	 Descr12tion
LFLAG	 L*4	 1	 0	 Job mode determination
flag:
= TRUE. , batch job
= FALSE., interactive
job
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.CONVERT]BATCli.FOR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
I .
BINARY ( VAX) -1
BINARY/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : BINARY (VAX)
DESCRIPTION;
BINARY produces a binary representation of an integer at
the terminal for debugging purposes.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL BINARY(INT)
Dimen-
Parameter Zy2e
	
sion	 I/O	 Description
INS.'	 I*4	 i	 I	 Integer to be displayed
LOCATION;
Disk;[uirectory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY03.STUFFIBINARY.SRV
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
COM File:
Sample of
Help File:
LANGUAGE:
TYPE:
DOCUMENTATION:
BLUE/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): BLUE (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
BLUE generates FORTRAN and assembler listings of all
FORTRAN/assembler files in a directory and generates
a tape to be read on the IBM S/360 computer to produce
"blue-book" (M&DO XeroX) listings.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Direcbory]Name
DBBI:CFGYN.FDY95.BLUE]BLUB.COM
Use:	 None
None
Digital Command Language (DCL)
Command procedure
Nona
BLUE (VAX) -1
CALCOMP (VAX) -1
F
CALCOMP/VAX
Juno 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): CALCOMP (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
CALCOMP generates CalComp plots. This package contains
all of the standard routines available from CalComp.
LCOCATION
Disk:[Directory)Name
Object Library:	 DBB1:[FDYNIPLOT.OLB
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: "Programming CalCimp Electromechanical
Plotters," California Computing Prod-
ucts t Inc., October 1975
CONVERT/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): CONVERT (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
(!
	
	 CONVERT changes unformatted IBM-S/360 data to internal
VAX representation. The type of data is user specified.
A call to an ENTRY point (SET
—
UP) is required prior to
the call to CONVERT.	
_
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL SET UP(INBUF,OUTBUF)
CALL CONVERT(INP)
Dimen-
'^	 Parameter	 Type	 sion	 I/O
	
Description
'	 INBUF	 Any	 *	 I	 Buffer containing the
IBM S/360 formatted
data
OUTBUF	 Any	 *	 0	 Buffer to receive the
VAX-11 formatted data
INP	 I*A	 1	 1	 :index indicating the
type of data to be
converted
I
*The calling routine should dimension both of these
C	 arrays to match the record size of the data being
converted.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBAO:[GMAS]CONVERT.MAR
u
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: "Guide for Converting Software From System
360 to VAX-11/780," memorandum from J. S.
Tj Watson, GSFC Code 580, April 1981
Tj
CONVERT(VAX)-1
Cr-
CONVRT/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): CONVRT (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
CONVRT decomposes large sequential FORTRAN source files
into individual subroutines.
LOCATION:
Disk:[DireCtory]Name
Image:	 DB0:[203,5]CONVRT.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 (see CONVRIr(VAX) description)
LANGUAGE (S)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:
	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: (see CONVRT(VAX) description)
I
CONVR'
June ,
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): CONVRT (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
CONVRT decomposes large sequential FORTRAN source
into individual subroutines.
LOCATION:
W1Sx:LU1reCz0rYJName
Image:	 DBBI:[FDYN.FDY05.CONVRT]CONVRT.EXE
Sample of Use:	 gone
Help Pile:	 DBBI:[FDYN.FDY05.CONVRT]INCTRUCT.DAT
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.CONVRT]INSTRUCT.DAT
CSD/VAX
auna 15 81
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): CSD (VAX)
DESrRIPTION:
CSD crca l es subdirectories.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
*COM File:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05]CREATESD.COM
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Digital Command Language (DCL)
TYPE:
	 Command procedure
DOCUMENTATION: None
CSD (VAX) -1
DOUBLE/VAX
June 1,981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): DOUBLE (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
DOUBLE converts unformatted IBM S/360 double-precision
data to internal VAX-11/780 representation.
CALLING SEQUENCE: DOUT = DOUBLE(DINP)
Dimen-
Paraimter Type _sion
	 I/O	 Description
DINP	 R*8	 1	 1	 REAL*8 value in IBM
S/360 internal format.
Before passing this
value to DOUBLE, the
calling program must
reverse the order of
bytes in both long
words
DOUT	 R*8	 1	 0	 REAL*8 value in VAX-11
internal format
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBBI:[GMAS]DOUBLE.MAR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: ' # Gu 4.de for Converting Software From System
360 to VAX-11/780," memorandum from J. S.
Watson, GSFC Code 580, April 198)
DOUBLE(VAX) -1
I .
DSD (VA,
DSD/VAX
June 1. J
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : DSD (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
DSD deletes subdirectories in a consistent manna,
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory)Name
DBB1 ; [FDYN . FDY05 a DELETESD . COM
Use:	 None
None
Digital Command Language (DCL)
Command procedure
None
CONS File;
Sample of
Help File:
LANGUAGE;
TYPE:
DOCUMENTATION:
EDIT/PDP
May r.9 8l
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): EDIT (PDP)
DESCRIPTION,
EDIT is a set of FORTRAN routines which performs all of
the common functions of the PDP text editor. The command
syntax is the same as that of the PDP text editor. Ths:s
set of routines enables a user program to control a text
editor.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library:	 Because the edit routines should be
overlayed, there is no object li-
brary. The followin routines can
be found in UIC DB0:?206,21:
ADD.FTN
	
INS.FTN	 REMVB.FTN
ADDP.FTN	 KILL.FTN	 RET.FTN
BOT.FTN
	
LOC.FTN	 SAV.FTN
CHG.FTN
	
LSTP.FTN	 SCHG.FTN
COMPL.FTN	 LSTT.FTN	 TLOC.FTN
DEL.FTN	 MOVE.FTN	 TOP.FT,N
DELP.FTN	 NEX.FTN	 TYP.FTN
EDIT.FTN	 NEXP.FTN	 UNS.FTN
EXT.FTN	 OVE.FTN	 WRT.FTN
GETLIN.FTN PRI.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: Subroutine descriptions of the EDIT routines
can be found in the following document:
Confi oration Analysis Tool (CAVI System Des-
cription and User's Guide (CSC SD-80 6 89
EDIT (PDP) -1
L FTIO/VAX
dune 1981
V
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER):	 FTIO (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
FTIO is a group of routines which can be used to perform
1. I/O on foreign tapes on the VAX-11/780.	 The routines
are most commonly used to read tapes from the IBM S/360
computers or to write tapes to be taken to the IBM com-
^i puters.
• LOCATION:
Disk;[Directory]Name
Source Code: DBBI:[GMAS]FTIO.MAR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGES) MACRO
TYPE: Library
DOCUMENTATION: "Guide for Converting Software From System
360 to VAX-11,/700 0, 11 memorandum from J..	 S.
Watson, GSFC Code 580, April 1981
FTIO(VAX)-1
IGCFIT/VAX
June 1981
i
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : GCFIT (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
GCFIT is a generalized curve-fitting program. It fits
a curve through given X-Y data. Options are provided
to permit CalComp plots to be produced.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBS1:[FDYN.FDY05.GCFIT]GCFIT.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:
	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Generalized Curve Fitting Program (GCFIT)
Analytic Description and User's Guide,
January 1970
GCFIT (VAX) -1
1{
1
1 .
haw
GETADR/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): GETADR (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
GETADR fills an input array with the addresses of argu-
ments in a calling sequence. GETADR performs the same
function as the system directive GETADR on the PDP-11/70.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL GETADR(IPRM,ARGlI...,ARGN)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 s^ion 1/0	 Description
IPRM	 1*4	 N	 0	 Array to receive the
addresses of the fol-
lowing arguments
ARGI Any 1 1 First argument whose
address will go into
IPRM
ARGN	 Any	 1	 1	 Last (Nth) argument
whose address will go
into IPRM
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY03]GETADR.MAR
Sample of Use:
	 No:le
LANGUAGE:
	
MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
GETA
v
GETFLD/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): GETFLD (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
GETFLD displays the given prompt and returns the user-
entered character string. if an indirect file is entered
(@FILE), it is then read. This utility allows user pro--
grams to read indirect files when @FILE is entered in
response to a prompt.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL GETFLD(TEXTIEXTFIL,FLDLEN,TERMNL,
EOFTTYIERRORIFIELD)
Dim n--
Parameter Type lion 1/0 Description
TEXT L*l I Prompt
EXTFIL 1*2 1 1 Unit number of the ex-
ternal file to be read
FLDLEN 1*2 1 1 Length of the field
TERMNL L*l 1 1/0 Flag which indicates
whether the terminal or
external file is to be
read
EOFTTY L*l 1 1/0 End of file	 (EOF) on
the terminal flag
ERROR	 L*l	 1	 1/0 Error flag
FIELD	 L*l	 FLDLEN	 0	 Field to be obtained
*This argument is a character string terminated by a
character.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DB1:[20417]UTGETFLD.FPP
DB1:[204,7]UTWHERE.FPP
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Structured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
GETFLD (PDP) -1
GRATIN/PDP
Juno 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): GRAPIN (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
GRAF IN is a set of routines that simplifies a call to
the graphics routines (e.
 i4 Generalized, POINT, VECTOR) . This util-ity interfaces with the I S  Graphics Utility,
GRAPH.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:
	
DB1:[204,12]GRname.FPP
Sample of Use:
	
None
LANGUAGE(S): 	 Structured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: None
a
GRAFIN (PDP) -1
GRAPH/:
June 1
ar
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER);
	
GRAPH (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
GRAPH is the 1 2S Generalized Graphics Utility.
provides plots and character generation on the I
graphics device.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library: DBO:[20312]GRAPH.OLB
Sample of Use;	 None
LANGUAGE(S): FORTRAN
TYPE: Library
DOCUMENTATION: International Imaging Systems (12S)
izod Graphic Utilities User's Guide
(CSC/SD-76/6078)
F
I .
GRAPH (PDP) -1
6.
HMS/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): HMS (PDP)
DESCRIPTION;
HMS converts a packed time in hours, minutes, and soc-
onds (HHMMSS.SS) to three variables containing hours
and minutes and seconds from 0 hours of day.
CALYiING SEQUENCE: CALL HMS(TIIHIIMIS)
Dimen-
Parameter Zype	 lion	 I 	 Description
T	 R*4	 I	 I	 Input time in packed
format HHMMSS.SS
IH	 1*4	 1	 0	 Hour from the HH field
of HHMMSS.SS
im	 1*4	 1	 0	 Minute from the MM
field 
of 
HHMMSS.SS
IY	 R*4	 1	 0	 Seconds from 0 hours
of the day
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBO:[207r1]HMS.FTN,
Sample oi: Use: 	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Onboard Navigation Packa e (ONPAC) Simulator
User-I s Guide (CSC/SD-81/6029) -
HMS (PDP) -1
I I
A
ik-
HMS/VAX
June 1981
io-
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER):	 HMS (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
HMS converts a packed time in hours, minutes, and sec-
onds (HHMMSS.SS)	 to three variables containing hours
and minutes and seconds from 0 hours of day.
I CALLING SEQUENCE:	 CALL HMS(T,IH,IM,S)
Dimefi-
Parameter Type	 sign I/O	 Description
k
T R*4	 1 I	 Input time in packed
format HHMMSS.SS
IH 1*4	 1 0	 Hour from the HH field
of HHMMSS.SS
IM I*4	 1 0	 Minute from the MM
field of HHMMSS.SS
IY R*4	 1 0	 Seconds from 0 hours
of the day
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:
	
DEAO:[LNDSAT.ONPAC]HMS.FOR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Onboard Navigation Package (ONPAC) Simulator
User's Guide (CSC/SD-81/6029)
r.
IISPLT/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): IISPLT (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
A call to IISPLT copies the current image from the 12S
graphics device to the printer/plotter.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL IISPLT
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DLO:[20711]IISPLT.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
IISPLT (PDP) -1
INCLUD/PDP
June 1981
0 
i1
j
ii
I
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): INCLUD (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
INCLUD expands INCLUDE statements in FORTRAN source code
and generates a source listing. INCLUD also recognizes
and eliminates 'cab characters.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGES)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk: [Directory]Name
DBO :[207,1]INCLUD.TSK
None
None
INCLUD (PDP) -1
INDEX (
INDE)
June
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): INDEX (pDP)
DESCRIPTION:
INDEX produces a cross-reference listing of varic
in a FORTRAN source code module.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBl:[202f2]INDEX.TSK
Sample of Use:
	 None
Help Pile:	 DB1:[202,2]INDEX.HLP
LANGUAGE(S):	 MACRO
TYPE:
	
Program
DOCUMENTATION: DB1:[202,2]INDEX.DOC
P
I'.
INDEX/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): INDEX (VAX)
DESCRIPTT.ON:
INDEX reads a FORTRAN compiler output listing and creates
an index listing file containing module names and their
starting page number within the compiler Listing. INDEX
is particularly useful when the number of modules is
large.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBBI:[ADGEN.UTIL'ITY]INDEX.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE (S)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:
	
Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
INDEX(VAX) -1
I .
il— -
IODj
IODAT/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER):	 IODAT
	 (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
IODAT is a BLOCK DATA module containing a translation
table from EBCDIC to ASCII. 	 The table is in a format
which can be used with the MACRO MOVTC instruction or
with the FORTRAN common run time routine, LIB$MCVTC.
CALLING SEQUENCE: COMMON/CHARTBL/ZEROS(256),TABLE(256)
Dimen-
Parameter. Type	 sion	 I/O	 Description
ZEROS Byte	 256	 -	 Zero value bytes
TABLE Byte	 256	 Character translation
table
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code: DBB1:[GMAS]IODAT.MAR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE: MACRO
TYPE: Subroutine (BLOCK DATA)
DOCUMENTATION: "Guide for Converting Software From System
360 to VAX-11/780, 11 memorandum from J.	 S.
Watson, GSFC Code 580, April 1981
F
IOLI.
IOLIST/PDP
dune 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : IOLIST (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
IOLIST reads a FORTRAN source routine, copies the calling
sequence to the prolog, and includes variable descriptions
from an external file.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DB1:[204112]I0.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 Structured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Prolog of IOLIST MAIN routine
(location = DB1:[204112]IOLIST.FPP)
KILL(VAX)-1
1\1 ,	 I 	 I I
I .
r.
iy
ty
KILL/VAX
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): KILL (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
KILL saves the printout LOG file from a batch job an disk,
rather than sending it to the line printer at the comple-
tion of the job. The LOG file will be found under the
user's LOGIN default directory.
rj	 KILL must be the last statement in a submitted command
file.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
COM File:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.KILL]KILL.COM
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Digital Command Language (DCL)
TYPE:
	 Command procedure
DOCUMENTATION: None
4
LIBR/VAX
June 1981
ii
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): LIBR (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
LIBR creates/updates an object library from the objects
on the default directory.
LOCATION:
Disk;[Directory]Name
COM File:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05]LIB.COM
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:
	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Digital Command Language (DCL)
TYPE:	 Command Procedure
DOCUMENTATION: DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05]LIB.COM
I .
ti
LIBR
Data
MATCHS/PDP
June 1981
4
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER):	 MATCHS (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
MATCHS is a FORTRAN-callable function that compares
two strings.
CALLING SEQUENCE: SAME = MATCHS(ARRAYI,ARRAY2eNSYTES)
Dimen-
Parameter Type.	sion I/O Descri tion_
ARRAYI L*l	 NBYTES I First string to be
compared
ARRAY2 L*1
	
NBYTES I Second string to be
compared
NBYTES I*2	 1 I Number of bytes in the
strings to be compared
SAME L*4	 1 0 String comparison flag:
.TRUE.	 ,	 string 1
string 2
.FALSE.,	 string 1
string 2
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:
	 D31:[204,7]UMATCHS.FPP
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 St;^uctured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Software Engineering Laboratory
Base Organization and User's Gu
MATCHS ( PUP) -1
F I
t- -It
MENU/PDP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): MENU (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
MENU displays a menu at the terminal containing 1 to 20
items (in two columns, if there are more than 10 items).
MENU also includes a display time-out feature.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL MENU(LUN I IRCODE I HDR I ENT1, ... IENTN)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 sion	 1/0	 Description_ 
LUN	 1*2	 1	 1	 Logical unit number
for the terminal
IRCODL	 1*2	 1	 0	 Return code:
>0, menu selection
<0, error
HDR	 Any	 I	 Page header (maximum
of 70 characters)
ENT1	 Any	 I	 Menu entry 1
ENTN Any I Menu
*These arguments are character strings
null byte.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Na
Source Code:	 DBO:[20612]MENU.MA
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: AODS/ADEPT User's Guide (CS
MENU (PDP)-1
v
MENU/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTED): MENU (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
The MENU library contains routines that can be used to
create displays from which selections are made. One
routine within the library (MENU) imitates an older ver-
sion of the PDP MENU routine. Other routines can be
used to customize the selection display through the use
of nonselectable explanatory text.
LOCATION:
Disk;[Directory]Name
Object Library:
	 DBB1;[FDYN.FDY03]MENGEN.OLS
Sample of Use:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY03]MENDEMO.WJD
LANGUAGE(S);	 FORTRAN, MACRO
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: "VAX Version of MENU Routine", memorandum
to the CSC Task 990 Nile, September 15, 1980
MENU (VAX) -1
1 .
MENUC/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): MENUC (PDP)
MENUC displays a menu of up to 20 alternatives.	 The
user's choice may be used to alter the execution path
of a program.	 MENUC is written entirely in FORTRAN,
thus providing computer transportability.
CALLING SEQUENCE:	 ICHOYS - MENUC(t)NlTfNITEMITITLEIPROMPT,
NSTART I ITMIr ... fITMN)
Dimen-
Parameter
	 Type sionI/O	 Description
UNIT	 1*2 1	 1	 Logical unit number as-
signed to the terminal
NITEM	 1*2 1	 1	 Number of items to be
displayed
TITLE	 Any I	 Character string for
the display title
PROMPT	 Any I	 Character string for
the user prompt
NSTART	 1*2 1	 1	 sequence number of 1TMl
ITM1	 Any I	 Character string des-
cribing the first al-
ternative
ITMN	 Any I	 Character string des-
cribing the NITEMth
alternative
ICHOYS	 1*2 1	 0	 Sequence number of the
selected item (NSTART-1
is returned if no sel-
ection is made)
All character strings are variable in length and must
be terminated with the character 1 @ 1	 (which is not dis-
played).
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Code; DB1:[216,2]S.,RLIB.OLB
Sample of Use: None
MENUC(PDP) -1
J
MENUC/PDP (Cant' c1)
Juno 1981
lE	
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Nona
I .
NDAYS/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): NDAYS (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
NDAYS converts a packed date in year, month, and day
(YYMMDD.) to time in days since 1900.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL NDAYS(TIMYMD,INDAYS)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 sion	 I/O	 Description
TIMYMD	 R*8	 1	 I	 Packed date in YYMMDD.
INDAYS	 1*4	 1	 0	 Date in TIMYMD expressedin days from 1900
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBO:[20711]NDAYS.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
`p'YPE :	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Onboard Navigation Package (ONPAC) Simulator
User's Guie CSC SD-81 6029)
NDAYS/VAX
June 19 81
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): NDAYS (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
NDAYS conN►erts a packed date in year, month, and day
(YYMMDD.) to time in days since 1900.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL NDAYS(TIMYMD11NDAYS)
Dimen-
Parameter Tyle	 sion	 I/O	 Description
TIMYMD	 R*8	 1	 1	 Packed date in YYMMDD.
INDAYS	 1*4	 1	 0	 Date in TIMYMD expressed
in days from 1.900
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBAO:[LNDSAT.ONPAC]NDAYS.FOR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Onboard &13avigation Package (ONPAC) Simulator
User's Guide (CSC SD-81 6029)
NDAYS(VAX) -1
PAGER/PDP
June 1.9 81.
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): PAGER (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
PAGER paginates listing (documentation) files for
report-style output. It can also convert printing to
lower case.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Dire,:tory]Name
Image:	 DB1:[204,6]PAGER.TSK
Sample of Use:	 DB1:[20415]PAGER.HLP
LANGUAGE(S):	 Pascal
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Prolog of PAGER MAIN routine
(location	 DB1:[204r6]PAGER.PAS)
PAGER(PDP)-1
PARR PDP
May 1981
v
it
	
	 UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): PARA (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
PARA displays and edits parameters. Each parameter is
displayed on a separate Line with a parameter number,
description, and value. The parameter can be protected
^p oy unprotected.
u PARA differs from the PARAM utility in that it is most
easily used when the parameters are not in consecutive
core locations.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PARA(LUNfIRCODE,HDR,NPARM,NCI-iAR,
r	 IDESC,IADDR,ITYPE,IFMT)
k
Dimen-
Parameter Type sion I1/0 Description
._
LUN I*2 1 I Logical unit number of
the terminal
IRCODE I*2 1 0 Return code:
=	 O f normal return
(no editing)
=	 1, normal return
(with editing)
= -1, invalid parameter
= -2, error
HDR L*l * I Variable-length header
for the display
NPARM I*2 1 I Number of parameters to
be displayed
NCHAR I*2 1 I Length of descriptor
(in characters)
IDESC L*l NCHAR, I Array of parameter
NPARM descriptors
IADDR I*2 NPARM I Array of addresses for
locating parameters
ITYPE I*2 NPARM I Array of parameter
types
IFMT I*2 3, I Array of format specifi-
NPARM cations for parameters
(no parentheses)
*This argument is a character string terminated by a null
byte.
PARA ( PDP) -1
}	
4
PARA/PDP (Cont'd)
May 1981
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DSO:[206,2]PARA.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:
	 FOR'T'RAN
TYKE:
	
Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Navigation Package (NAVPAK) System Deacrii-
tion
	
CSC SD-76 6094
Manpower Allocation and Reporting System
MARS System Description and Uver's Guide
(CSC TM-77 6295	 user's information given
on pages 3-1 through 3-3)
PARA(PDP)-2
1 .
VPARA/VAX
Juno 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): PARA (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
PARA displays and edits parameters.	 Each parameter is
displayed on a separate line with a parameter number,
description, and value. The parameter can be protected
or unprotected.
The VAX version of PARA differs from the PDP version, as
is explained in the documentation.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
	 CALL PARA(LUNIIRCODEtHDRINPARMpNCHAR,
IDESC,IADDR,ITYPEIIFMT)
Dimen-
Parameter	 Type sion I/O	 Description
LUN	 1*2 1 1	 Logical unit number of
the terminal
IRCODE	 1*2 1 Q	 Return code:
=	 O f normal return
(no editing)
=	 1, normal return
(with editing)
= -l f invalid parameter
= -2 1 error
HDR	 L*l I	 Variable-length header
for the display
NPARM	 1*2 1 1	 Number of parameters
to be displayed
NCHAR	 1*2 1 1	 Length of descriptor
(in characters)
IDESC	 L*l NCHAR, I	 Array of parameter
NPARM descriptors
IADDR	 1*2 NPARM I	 Array of addresses for
locating parameters
ITYPE	 1*2 NPARM I	 Array of parameter
types
IFMT	 1*2 3,
NPARM
*This argument is a character string terminated by a null
byte.
PARA(VAX) -1
PARR (VAX) -2
PARA/VAX (Coat' d)
Juno 1981
LOCATION:
Disk:[Diroctory]Namo
Object Code:
	 DBB3,:[FDYN.FDY03]MENG,EN.OLB
Sample of Use:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY03]PARTST.WJD
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN, MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: "Vax Version of PARA Routine," memorandum
to CSC Task 990 File, September 15, 1980
r -
/111
PARAM/PDP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): PARAM (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
PARAM displays and odits parameters. Each parameter is
displayed on a separate line with a parameter number,
description, and value. The parameter can be protected
or unprotected.
PARAM differs from the PARA utility in that it is most
easily used when all parameters are in consecutive core
locations.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL PARAM(LUNfIRCODEIHDR,NPARM,IADDRp
IDESC,IOFFIITYPE,IFMT)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 lion	 I/O	 Description
LUN	 1*2	 1	 1	 Logical unit number of
the terminal
IRCODE	 1*2	 1	 0	 Return code:
= 0, normal return
(no editing)
= 1, normal return
(with editing)
= -1, invalid parameter
= -2, error
HDR	 L*l	 I	 Variable-length header
for the display
NPARM	 1*2	 1	 1	 Number of parameters
to be displayed
1ADDR	 1*2	 1	 1	 Address of the param-
eter record
IDESC	 1*2	 NPARM	 I	 Array of 12-character
parameter descriptors
TOFF	 1*2	 NPARM	 I	 Array of offsets for
locating parameters
ITYPE	 1*2	 NPARM	 I	 Array of parameter
types
IFMT	 1*2	 31	 1	 Array of format specifi-
	
NPARM	 cations (no parentheses)
*This argument is a character string terminated by a null
17 byte.
Ll	
PARAM (PDP) -1
PARAM/
May I S
LOCATION:	
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DB0:[206,2]PARAM.k--2N
Sample of Use;	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Navigation Packa e (NAVPAK) System DeE
Elon (CSC/SD-76/6094)
Manpower Allocation and Reporting Syst
(MARS) System Description and User's C
(CSC/TM-77/6295) (user's informat n
given on pages 3-1 through 3-3)
I
PA.RAM(PDP)-2
INA"- ------ -
PIE/PDP
aurae 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): PIE (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
PIE reads a d ata file and creates a pie chart of the
data on the 1S graphics device.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBI:[204,12]PI.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None.
LANGUAGE(S):	 Structured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Prolog of the PIE MAIN routine
(location = DB1:[204,12]PIDRIV.FPP)
'ii
If
PIE (PDP) -1
PRPLOT/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER); PRPLOT (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
PRPLOT generates printer plots of numeric information.
The plot size can be adjusted so that it fits on a CRT
screen or rills an entire printed page,
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library:
	
DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.PRPI,OTIPRPLOT.OBJ
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE (S) 	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: M&DO 0/S 360 User's Guide, Vol. II
(GSFC publication, January 30, 1978)
Fi f7
REFORM/PDP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): REFORM (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
REFORM prints ASCII files on the Lino printer, 50 Lines
per page. Line numbers are printed along the extreme
right margin. Page headers contain the name of the file,
date, and page number.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
DB1:[21611]REFORM.TSK
None
None
REFORM(PDP)-1
CA
REFORM/VAX
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): REFORM (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
REFORM prints ASCII files on the line printer, 50 lines
per page. Line numbers are printed along the extreme
right margin. Page headers contain the name of the file,
date, and page number.
LOCATION:
r
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
DBBI:[FDYN.FDY021REFORM.EXE,
None
None
REFORM ( VAX) --1
REMTAB/PDP
aune 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): REMTAB (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
REMTAB is a utility program that removes tabs and control
characters from an input text file. An output file of
the same name but with an incremented version number or
a new file with a different name is created at the request
of the user.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DB0:[20lj2]REMTAB.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 (see REMTAB(VAX) description)
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:
	
Program
DOCUMENTATION: (see REMTAB(VAX) description)
REMTAB(PDP)-1
REMTAB/'
May 1M
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): REMTAB (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
REMTAB is a utility program that removes tabs and control
characters from an input text file. An output file of
the same name but with an incremented version number or
a new file with a different name is created at the request
of the user.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBAO:[DEBATT.DECAP]REMTAB.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 DBB1:[GRES.BOB]REMTAB.DOC
LANGUAGE (S)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Disk file DBB1:[GRES.BOB]REMTAB.DOC
REMTAB (VAX)-1
1 .
RJE/PDP
Juno 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : RJE (ADP)
DESCRIPTION:
RJE submits batch jobs to the M&DO IBM S/360-95 computer
and returns the job output when it becomes available.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:
	 Installed as RJE command
Sample of Use:	 None
Delp File:
	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN, MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: "PDP-11/70 RJE User's Guide," memorandum from
GSFC Code 580 (undated)
F-
R
RJE(PDP) -1
FI,
RJESOURCE/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): RJESOURCE (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
RJESOURCE processes FZJE output to	 carriage
controls, tabs, and numbers in columix.> 73-80.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBO:[201r2]RJESOURCE.TSK
Sample of Use:
	 None
Help File:	 DBO:L*20112]RJESOURCE.DOC
LANGUAGE (S)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: DBO:[201,2]RJESOURCE.DOC
RJESOURCE (PDP) -1
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RLB11M/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): RLB11M (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
RLB11M reads logical blocks from tape. RLB11M will read
logical blocks which are not acceptable to the TRN util-
ity because of their size.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL RLB11P4(LUN,INBUF,BUFLEN,EOF,ERR)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 sion	 I/O	 Description
LUN	 I*2	 1	 I	 Logical unit number of
the tape
Input buffer
Buffer length
End of file (EOF) flag
Disk:[Diz
Source Code:
	
DBO:[201,
Sample of Use:	 DBO:[201,
LANGUAGE:	 Structured FORTRAP
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
RLB11M (PI
INBUF
BUFLEN
EOF
ERR
LOCATION:
L*l BUFLEN	 I
I *2 1	 I
L*2 1	 0
L * 2 1.	 0
Ll'^'_-,__ ^
RNO/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): RNO (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
RNO formats text. Operations provided include justifying
margins, paragraphing, line counting, etc.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBO:[1,54]RNO.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help Pile:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: DBO:[20113]RNO.DOC
I
RNO (PDP)-1
RQST/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): RQST (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
The RQST library consists of five interactive routines
which prompt (request) the user for one of the following:
date, integer, yes/no, or two kinds of strings.
LOCATION:
Object Library:
Sample of Use:
LANGUAGE (S) ;	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
DB1:[216,2]STRLIB.OLB
None
RQST
SEARCH/^
June 19E
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER); SEARCH (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
SEARCH searches an ASCII text file for a specified
character string.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.SEARCH]SEARCE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
SINGLE/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): SINGLE (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
SINGLE converts unformatted IBM-S/360 single-precision
data to internal VAX-11/780 representation.
CALLING SEQUENCE: POUT = SINGLE(PINP)
Dimen-
Parameter Type
	 sion	 I/O
	 Description
FINP	 R*4	 1	 I	 REAL*4 value in IBM
S/360 format. Before
passing this value to
SINGLE, the calling
program must reverse
the order of bytes in
the long word
FOUT	 R*4	 1	 0	 REAL*4 value in VAX-11
internal format
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBBI:[GMAS]SINGLE.MAR
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: "Guide for Converting Software From System
360 to VAX-11/780," memorandum from J. S.
Watson, GSFC Code 580, April 1981
SINGLE (VAX) -1
I .
li
SLPPRINT(PE
SLPPRINT/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): SLPPRXNT (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
SLPPRINT reformats a directory listing so that the files
listed will be printed (titled and line numbered) on the
line printer.
LOCATION:
'r-
CMD File;
Sample of
Help File:
LANGUAGE:
TYPE:
DOCUMENTATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
DB1:[204112]SLP.CMD
Use:	 None
None
Monitor Console Routine (MGR)
Command procedure
Prolog of SLPPRINT MAIN routine
(location = nBl:[204tl2]XXSLP.FPP)
SQUEI
June
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): SQUEEZ (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
SQUEEZ removes anything in columns 73-80 and all trail-
ing blanks from source code (for code taken from other
computers) .
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DB1:[204fl2]XXSQ.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 Structured FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: Prolog of SQUEEZ MAIN routine
(location = DB1:[204,12]XXSQUEEZ.FPP)
SQUEEZ (PDP) -1
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): SRD (I
DESCRIPTION:
SRD alphabetizes a file directory, either by file name
or by qualifier.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 Installed as SRD command
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 Available through PDP HELP utility
LANGUAGE (S) 	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
SRD (PDP) -1
STRING(PDP)-.'
^7
STRING/VDP
,7"	
dune 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER); STRING (PDP)
DESCRIPTION;
STRING consists of an 11-routine library that performs
character manipulation. The functions which can be per-
formed are the following: concatenation, matching, text
fragment searching, justification, locating the first
occurrence or nonoccurrence of a character, and locating
r.
the last occurrence or nonoccurrence of a character.
LOCATION,-,
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library:	 D51:[21612]STRLIB.OLB
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE(S);	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: None
F
0
Dimen-
Parameter
LUN
IBUF
ISIZE
IF,FN
IPRI
ISTAT
ZyRe I/O
I*2 1	 -
L*l ISIZE	 I
I*2 1	 I
I*2	 1
	
I
I*2	 1
I*2	 8
	
0
STUFF/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): STUFF(PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
STUFF is a FORTRAN-CALLABLE ROUTINE which will execute
a single MCR command. Any valid MCR command can be ex-
ecuted, including indirect command files nested to any
depth. (It should be noted that some arguments are not
used. These arguments need not be coded, but their ab-
sence must be indicated by the appropriate commas.)
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL STUFF(LUN,IBUFIISIZE,IEFN,IRPI,ISTAT,
ISW,IFNC,IUIC,IPAR,ITI)
ISW 1*2 1	 0
IFNC 1*2 1	 -
IU1C 1*2 1	 -
IPAR I*2 1	 -
ITI 1*2 1	 -
Description
Not used
MCR command string (if
terminated by a null
byte, ISIZE is not re-
quired)
Length of IBUF in bytes
(if IBUF is terminated
by a null byte, ISIZE
is not required)
Event flag number to be
set when the MCR com-
mand completes execu-
tion
Not used
ISTAT(1) contains the
completion status of
the MCR command when it
completes execution.
ISTAT (2 ) through
ISTAT(8) are required
but not used.
SPAWN directive status
word
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
STUFF(PDP)-1
STUFF/PDP (Cont'd)
June 1981
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DE1:(216,2]STUFF.FTN
Sample of Use:
	 None
LANGUAGE:
	
FORTRAN
TYPE:
	
Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
STUFF(PDP)-2
SUBMIT/VAX
June 1981
gg
	
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): SUBMIT (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
SUBMIT submits up to seven DCL commands, freeing the
terminal when time-consuming commands are being exe-
cuted.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
COM File:	 DBB1:[F'DYN.FDY05]SUBMIT.COM
DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05]SUB.COM
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 Digital Command Language (DCL)
TYPE:	 Command procedure
DOCUMENTATION: None
SUBMIT(VAX) -1
TAP/PDP
June 19 81
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): TAP (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
TAP performs disk-to-tape file transfer in EBCDIC or
ASCII modes.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGES)	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
Installed as TAP command
None
None
TAP (PDP) -1
I ,
TAP/VAX
June 19 X31
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : TAP (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
TAP performs disk-to-tape file transfer in EBCDIC or
ASCII modes. TAP operates from an MCR prompt and runs
in compatibility mode.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Installed as MCR TAP command
None
None
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGE (S) 	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
TAP (VAX) -1
TAPECOPY/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): TAPECOPY (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
TAPECOPY reads unlabeled magnetic tapes containing fixed-
length records. Files are deblocked and written to disk.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.TAPECOPY]TAPECOPY.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 DBBI.:[FDYN.FDY05.TAPECOPY]TAPECOPY.HLP
LANGUAGE(S);	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.TAPECOPY]TAPECOPY.HLP
TAPECOPY(VAX)-1
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TEC/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : TEC (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
TEC provides a text edit/correct feature. It is a char-
acter oriented editor available on all DEC machines.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGE(S):	 MACRO
Disk: Directory Name
Installed at TEC command
None
(see TEC(VAX) description)
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: "TECO-11 Manual," Digital Equipment Corpor-
ation User's Society, November 1977
(also see the TEC(VAX) description)
TEC/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : TEC (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
TEC provides a text edit/correct feature. It is a
character-oriented editor available on all DEC machines.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 Installed as MCR TEC command
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 DBAO:[SYSMGR.DECUS]TECO.HLP
LANGUAGE(S):	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: DBAO:[SYSMGR.DECUS]TECO.DOC
TIDY/VAX
i^
June 1981
u
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): TIDY (VAX)
u
DESCRIPTION:
TIDY is a program what regularizes FORTRAN source code
files. Statement numbers are put in ascending order,
unreferenced statement numbers are removed, excessive
blanks are removed, and excessive blank comments are
deleted. Optionally, FORMAT statements can be collected
at the end of each module, and DO loop and IF-THEN-ELSE-
ENDIF constructs can be indented.
LOCATION:
r
"	 Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBAO:[TOOLS.T0002.TIDY]TIDY.EXE
G
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGES)	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: M&DO OS/360 User's Guide, Vol. II
(GSFC publication, January 30, 1978)
v.
V
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TPU/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : TPU (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
TPU provides limited tape handling capabilities, such
as tape copying ( tape-to-tape) and file directory pro-
duction.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBO:[1,54]TPU.TSK
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 MAC RO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
TPU (PDP)-1
^F
TRN/PDP
June 19E
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): TRN (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
TRN provides a tape-to-disk transfer capability for
'"card image" 80-byte records.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGE(S):	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
installed as TRN command
None
None
I ,
LL,1117^
'17 RN
I	 ,
TRN/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): TRN (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
TRN performs tape-to-disk transferring for "card image"
80-byte records. TRN operates from an MCR prompt and
runs in compatibility mode.
LOCATION:
Image:
Sample of Use:
Help File:
LANGUAGES)	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: None
Disk:[Directory]Name
Installed as MCR TRN command
None
None
URAND/PDP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER):	 URAND (PDP)
DESCRIPTION.
URAND produces random real numbers in the range	 (0.0,1.0).
The method used in URAND is independent of the word size
of the computer.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
	
RANDX = URAND(IY)
Dimen-
j Parameter	 Type-	sion I/O Description
IY	 I*2	 1 I Arbitrary INTEGER value.
(The value should be
established before the
first reference to
URAND.	 IY should not
be changed by the user
program after the first
reference.)
RANDX	 R*4	 1 0 REAL value in the range
(0.0,1.0)
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBO:[206,2]URAND.FTN
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: The Art of Comput
eminumerical Al
1969
URAND(PD
V
UTCHAREQ/PAP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): UTCHAREQ (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
UTCHAREQ provides for FORTRAN-callable string move and
character comparison. (Entry points to UTCHAREQ are
CHAREQ and MOVECR.)
CALLING SEQUENCEt LOGSW = CHAREQ(CHARlfCHAR2)
CALL MOVECR(INBUFF,OUTBUFFILENGTH)
Dimen-
Parameter Type
	 sion	 I/O	 Description
CHAR1	 L*l	 1	 1	 Character number 1
CHAR2	 L*1	 1	 1	 Character number 2
LOGSW	 L*l	 1	 1	 Character comparison
flag:
= TRUE. r if CHAR1
CHAR2
= FALSE., if CHAR1
CHAR2
INBUFF	 Any	 LENGTH	 I	 Input array field
OUTBUFF	 Any	 LENGTH	 0	 output array field
LENGTH	 1*2	 1	 1	 Number of characters
to move
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DB1:[204t7]UTCHAREQ.MAC
Sample of Uset	 None
LANGUAGE:	 MACRO
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
1UTGRAPH/PDP
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): UTGRAPH (PUP)
DESCRIPTION:
UTGRAPH generates a one-page Cartesian printer plot for
any set of data with automatic sealing.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL GRAPH(X,Y,CHARS,N,IPR,MLINES,IOPT,
XL,XH,YL,YH,LINES)
Dimen-
Parameter ZZpe sign I/O Descri tion
X R*4 N I Array of X coordinatpB
Y R*4 N I Array of Y coordinates
CHARS L*l N I Array of characters
printed at each point
N I*4 1 I Number of points to be
plotted	 (N > 1)
IPR I*4 1 I FORTRAN unit number for
printout
MLINES I*4 1 I Maximum number of lines
desired in gaph
IOPT I*4 I option desired if two
or more points tall in
the same space:
= 0 1 later characters
override earlier
ones
1, insert a digit in-
dicating number of
points in each
space (characters
should not include
+, -, or the num-
bers 2 through 9)
XL R*4 1 I Lower limit for the X
values
XH R*4 1 I Upper limit for the X
values
YL R*4 1 I Lower limit for the Y
values
YH R*4 1 I Upper limit for the Y
values
LINES I*4 1 0 Actual number of lines
printed	 (=l indicates
an error return; a mes-
sage will print on unit
IPR)
UTGRAPH(PDP)-1
UTGRAPH/PDP (Cont 'd)
June 1981
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
source Code:	 DB0:[20111]UTGRAPH.FTN
Sample of Use;	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE;	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
UTGRAPH (PDP) -2
I .
AA
rVAXEPH/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): VAXEPH (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
VAXEPH converts an IBM S/360 Goddard Trajectory Deter-
mination System (GTDS) ephemeris (EPHEM) tape to a
VAX disk file with normal position and velocity units
(i.e., kilometers and kilometers/second).
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBAO:[LNDSAT.PLAY]VAXEPH.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):
	
FORTRAN
T`: P' :	 Program
DOCU,MBNTATION: None
VAXEPH(VAX)-1
VT100/PDP
Juno 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): VT100 (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
VT100 is a collection of entry points which generates
the appropriate escape sequence for cursor control on
the DEC V12100 terminal, The entry points are all
FORTRAN callable and provide such features as the fol-
lowing: clear all or part of the screen, set positive
or negative video, position cursor (absolute or rela-
tive), and set margins.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library:	 DBO:[20315]VT.OBJ
Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN, MACRO
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: DECUS Document No. 11-424, "Routine to Drive
the VT100," (location = D80:[203,5]VT.TXT)
VT100(PDP)-1
VT1 0 0/VAX
May 1981
t
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : VT100 (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
VT100 is a collection of subroutines which generates the
appropriate escape sequences for cursor control on the
DEC VT100 terminal. The routines are all FORTRAN callable
and provide such features as the following: clear all or
part of the screen, set positive or negative video, posi-
tion cursor (absolute or relative), and set margins.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Object Library:	 D881:[FDYN.FDY05.VT100]VT100.OLB
Sample of Use:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.VT100]VTDEMO.FOR
LANGUAGE(S):
	 FORTRAN, MACRO
TYPE:	 Library
DOCUMENTATION: DRCUS Document No. 11-424, "Routine to Drive
the VT100," which can be found on the STL
VAX text file D851 :[FDYN.FDY05.VT100]VT.TXT
V
VTa JO (VAX) -1
^Y
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WAIT/VAX
June 1981
^f
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) :	 WAIT	 (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
WAIT generates a pause for a period of time specified by
the input time and type.	 WAIT performs the same function
as the WAIT system directive on the PDP-11/70.
CALLING SEQUENCE:
	 CALL WAIT(ITIMEIITYPEIIRET)
Dimen-
Parameter	 Tjpe sion	 I/O
	
Description
ITIME	 1*4 1	 1	 Time period to pause
ITYPE	 1*4 1	 1	 Units of time:
= 0 1 system ticks
(nanoseconds)
= 1, milliseconds
= 2, seconds
= 3, minutes
= 4, hours
IRET
	
1*4 1	 0	 Return code:
= 0, successful return
= 1, input time greater
than 1000 days
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.WAIT]WAIT.FOR
Sample of use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: None
WAIT(VAX) -1
I .
XEROX(PDP)-1
L XEROX/PDP
June 1981
UTI1rTTY NAME (COMPUTER):	 XEROX/XBROF	 (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
XEROX/XEROXF writes standard label (EBCDIC) tapes for
use with the Xerox 9700 system (M&DO xerox blue-book
output).	 XEROX/XEROXF performs the necessary conversion
and blocking^
XEROX assumes that the input file is list format (as
produced by EDIT).	 XEROXF assumes that the input file
contains FORTRAN carriage control characters.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Images:	 DBI:	 20415]XEROX.TSX
DBI:120415]XEROXF.TSX
Sample of Use;	 None
Help File:	 DB1:[204f5]XEROX.HLP
LANGUAGE (S)	 Pascal
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION:	 DB1:[204?5]XEROX.HLP
XREF/VAX
May 1.981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): XREF (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
XREF produces a cross-reference listing of FORTRAN source
code. The cross reference includes variable names, sub-
routine and function references, READ and WRITE statements,
and statement labels.
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Image:	 DBB1:[FDYN.FDY05.XREF]XREF.EXE
Sample of Use:	 None
Help File:	 None
LANGUAGE(S):	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Program
DOCUMENTATION: "FORTRAN Cross-Reference Capability on
PDP-11/70" (memo to the CSC Task 853 file)
XREF (VAX) --1
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YMD/ADP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): YMD (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
YMD converts a packed real variable of year, month, and
day (YYMMDD.) into three separate integer variables for
year, month, and day.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL YMD(T,TY,IM,ID)
Dimen--
Parameter T e
	 sion
	
I/O	 Description
T	 R*8
	 1	 I	 Input date in packed
format YYMMDD.
IY	 I*4	 1	 0	 Year from YY - field of
YYMMDD. input
IM	 I*4	 1	 0	 Month from MM field of
YYMMDD. input
ID	 I*4
	 1	 0	 Day from DD field of
YYMMDD. input
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:
	 DBO:[207,1]YMD.FTN
Sample of Use:
	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
Onboard Navigation Packa e (ONPAC) Simulator
User's Guide
	 CSC S5-81 6029)^
YMD ( PDP) -1
A
L—
YMD/VAX
June 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER) : YMD (VAX)
DESCRIPTION:
YMD converts a packed real variable of year, month, and
day (YYMMDD.) into three separate integer variables for
year, month, and day.
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL YMD(T,IY,IM,ID)
	
d
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 sion	 I/O	 Description
T	 R*8	 1	 I	 Input date in packed
format YYMMDD.
IY	 I*4	 1	 0	 Year from YY field of
YYMMDD. input
IM	 I*4	 1	 0	 Month from MM field of
YYMMDO. input
ID	 I*4	 1	 0	 Day from MM field of
YYMMDD. input
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:
	
DBAO:[LNDSAT.ONPAC]YMD.FOR
Sample of Use:	 done -
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
Onboard Navigation Package (ONPAC) Simulator
User's Guide (CSC/SD-81/6029)
YMD (VAX) --1
YMDHMS/PDV
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER)	 YMDHMS (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
YMDHMS converts 1*2 year, 1*4 seconds, and 1*4 microsec-
onds to an R*8 packed date of the form YP4DHMS.SS (year,
month, day, hour, minutes, and seconds).
r. CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL YMDHMS(XYRIXYRSEC;IMSECtYMDHMC)
Dimen-
Parameter Type	 Sion /0 	Description
IYR	 1*2	 1	 1	 Integer year
IYRSEC	 1*4	 1	 1	 integer seconds of year
IMSEC	 1*4	 1	 1	 Integer microseconds of
day
YMDHMC	 R*8	 1	 0	 Packed date of the form
YMDHMS.SS
LOCATION:
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBO:[20612]YMDHMS.FTN
r5	 Sample of Use:	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Poutine prolog
V
I ,
YMDHMS(PDP) -1
A
VyRSEC/PDP
May 1981
UTILITY NAME (COMPUTER): YRSEC (PDP)
DESCRIPTION:
YRSEC converts a packed R*8 date of the fovm YMDHMS.,oc2
to 1*2 year, 1*4 seconds, and 1*4 microseconds. YRSEC
is an entry to subroutine YMDHMS (another STL utility).
CALLING SEQUENCE: CALL YRSEC(YMDHMCIJYRIJYRSECIJMSEC)
•	 DiW^ n-
Parameter Type	 sion L/-0	 Description
YMDHMC	 R*8	 1	 1	 Packed date of the form
YMDHMS.SS
JYR	 1*2	 1	 0	 Integer year
JYRSEC	 1*4	 1	 0	 Integer seconds of year
JMSEC	 1*4	 1	 0	 Integer microseconds of
day
LOCATION;
Disk:[Directory]Name
Source Code:	 DBO:[206f2]YMDHMS.FTN
Sample of Uset	 None
LANGUAGE:	 FORTRAN
TYPE:	 Subroutine
DOCUMENTATION: Routine prolog
ti
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